
A Appendix

A.1 Related Works

In this section, we compare LBOX OPEN to previous studies. In general, LBOX OPEN differs to other
works in that it exclusively treats Korean legal cases especially from the lower courts.

Chalkidis et al. (2019) introduces the ECtHR dataset that consists of 11k cases from the European
Court of Human Rights. In this task, a model needs to predict a set of related articles for the given
facts. The STATUTE dataset also consists of the facts and corresponding statues yet it handles criminal
cases from the lower court with more diverse legal domain (5th column in Table 2).

Niklaus et al. (2021) releases the Swiss-Judgements-Prediction dataset that consists of 85k multilin-
gual cases–German, French, and Italian–from the Federal Supreme Court of Switzerland. In this task,
a model needs to predict “approval” or “dismissal” regrading the validity of the plaintiff’s request
for the given facts of the cases. Similarly, in LJP-CIVIL task, a model predicts the claim acceptance
degree for the given facts and the gist of claim. However, the dataset differs in that the acceptance
degree is quantitatively estimated based on the ratio between the claimed money from the plaintiffs
and the approved money by the judges. Also, LJP-CIVIL handles cases from the 1st trials from the
district courts of Korea.

Xiao et al. (2018) introduces the CAIL dataset which consists of 2.7m Chinese criminal cases. Given
the facts, a model needs to predict corresponding law articles, charges, and prison terms. The dataset
is similar to STATUTE (law articles), CASE NAME (⇠charge), and LJP-CRIMINAL (⇠prison terms)
datasets with following differences; (1) both STATUTE, and CASE NAME include the civil cases; (2)
in LJP-CRIMINAL task, a model needs to predict three types of punishments, fine, imprisonment
with labor, and imprisonment without labor. Additionally, LJP-CRIMINAL includes “the reason for
sentencing” section in which the judges describe various aspects that can affect the final results such
as upper and lower bounds of punishment ranges described in the related statutes, ages and attitude
of defendants, victim’s opinions etc.

Ma et al. (2021) studies legal judgement prediction over low level data by using plaintiff’s claims
and court debate as an input. On the contrary, LJP-CIVIL and LJP-CRIMINAL relies on the factual
description written by judges in precedents. The court debates are not publicly available in Korea.

Chalkidis et al. (2022a) introduces a benchmark dataset for legal NLU in English focusing on
classification tasks over various legal documents; cases, legislation, contracts, Terms of Service, and
holdings in cases. On the other hand, LBOX OPEN present one legal corpus, two classification tasks,
two legal judgement tasks (may be considered as classification or regression task in a broader sense),
and one summarization task using processed (by ourselves) Korean precedents exclusively.

Chalkidis et al. (2022b) investigate legal fairness over four legal judgement datasets with additional
attributes such as race, gender, region, language, age etc. As LBOX OPEN handles anonymized
Korean cases exclusively, there is almost no data heterogeneity is terms of race, language, and regions
and thus the fairness is not investigated as a main topic in this study. On the other hand, we find
in LJP-CRIMINAL dataset, certain case category such as “indecent act by compulsion (�⌧îâ)”
shows gender bias. The possible risk and the limitation of LBOX OPEN is discussed in Ethical
Considerations.

A.2 Precedent redaction rule

Data subjected to anonymization are as follows18.

• Name and the equivalents: Name, nickname, pen name, ID, and corresponding nouns that
point to a specific person are replaced with upper case alphbets A, B, C, etc., without
redundancy.

• Contact information: Phone number, e-mail address, residential address and corresponding
contact data are deleted in the meta information(˘¨êË}) and replaced with upper case
alphabets in the reasoning(t Ë})

18
https://www.scourt.go.kr/portal/information/finalruling/anony/index.html, https://

glaw.scourt.go.kr/wsjo/gchick/sjo330.do?contId=3202812#1660965241959
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• Financial information: Account number, credit card number, check number and correspond-
ing financial data are replaced with upper case alphabets without redundancy.

• Other personally identifible information: Social security number is deleted. car registration
number, address of real estate holdings and corresponding personal information are replaced
with upper case alphabets without redundancy.

In the case of felonies such as serial killing, there are some exceptions where the Korean government
can decide not to anonymize for the social benefits19.

A.3 Precedent disclosure status

Opening the precedents public meets the constitutional need to guarantee the right to know and
right to a public trial, while allowing the general public to see that the justice system is functioning
properly and treating defendants fairly. On the other hand, non-disclosure of certain documents and
anonymization are to compromise the stated benefits with one’s privacy and honor.

Since the Civil Procedure Act was revised in the December of 202020, all civil court decisions
including those not settled and appealed to higher courts will be open to general public from
01.01.2023. In the same context, expanding the scope of disclosure while minimizing the side effects
is being discussed in the National Assembly of Korea.

A.4 The example of Korean precedent

• Meta information
– Plaintiffs: A¸›å¨
– Defendants:¸›å¨ B (⌅Ÿ•Ù‹⌧på¨)
– Case name:l¡�

• Gist of claim: [≠lË¿]<‡î–‡–å 95,569,454–✏t–�XÏ 2020. 1. 15.Ä
0t¨tå•Ä¯°Ï|L¿î 5%,¯‰L†Ä0�‰⇢î†L¿î 12%X
�D(\ƒ∞\»D¿ X|.

• Facts: [¨‰�ƒ] À –‡î êtÙÿ≈D �⌅Xî Ùÿå¨\⌧, ¸›å¨ C@ ›
∞<0¡EÑÙÿ(tX ’t ¨t Ùÿƒ}’t| \‰)D ¥∞\ Ùÿêt‡, <‡î D
⌅Ÿ•Ù‹|⌧pXÏ¸›å¨ C–©àXî≈¥t‰.
À E@ (⌘µ)⌅Ÿ•Ù‹|lÖX�‡, (⌘µ)⌧p|X�‰.
À (⌘µ)t¨t⌅Ÿ•Ù‹|©⌅XX⌘T¨�⌧›X�‡ (⌘µ) ...

• Claim of plaintiffs: [–‡X¸•]<‡�⌧p\t¨t⌅Ÿ•Ù‹ (⌘µ)⌅0�∞h
<\xXÏt¨tT¨�⌧›\Ét¿\,<‡î (⌘µ)–‡–å¯Ùÿ�¡˘a
D¿ `X4�à‰.

• Reasoning [⇣¨X ⇣Ë] (⌘µ)⌧p< ∞h<\ x\ 0¡EÑt x�⇠0 ⌅XÏî,
(⌘µ)t˘⌧p<X∞h∆tî (⌘µ)⌧›X¿D»\‰î¨‰t (⌘µ)ùÖ⇠¥
|\‰.¯p (⌘µ)⌅Ÿ•Ù‹|⌧ph<\h¯⌧p¸�XXêÒ<\xXÏ
⌧›\ É| �•1t à‰î ⇣–⌧ t ¨t ⌅Ÿ•Ù‹ 00¨ Ò ê¥X ∞h<\
xXÏ ⌧›\ Ét|‡ Ë�X0 ¥5‡ Ï¨ t| x�` Ã\ ©Ñ\ ùp� ∆‰
(⌘µ)

• Ruling: [⇣¨X∞`]–‡X≠l|0�\‰.

A.5 LBOX OPEN examples

A.5.1 PRECEDENT CORPUS

• Ruling:¸8<‡xD’Ì 6⌧‘–ò\‰.‰Ã,t⇣∞U�|\Ä0 1D⌅⌅�X
—âD �\‰.

19for example, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yoo_Young-chul, https://www.law.go.kr/
⇣@/(2004‡i972)

20
https://law.go.kr/lsInfoP.do?lsiSeq=223439&lsId=&efYd=20230101&chrClsCd=010202&

urlMode=lsEfInfoR&viewCls=lsRvsDocInfoR&ancYnChk=0#
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• Reason: t î ƒ ¨ ‰ 1. ¨0 <‡x@ 2020. 12. 15. 16:00Ω ΩÅ `·p B– à
î <tê Ct ¥�Xî ‘D’–⌧, »X �¡�<\ ��D ¿ ` Éò¸ â8Xt⌧
<tê–å  D ¸8X�‰. ¯Ïò ¨‰ <‡x@ ⇠⌘– ©Ñ\ ⌅�tò ‡©t‹
Ò ∞⌧ ⇠ËD �¿‡ à¿ JD �¡�<\ ��D ¿ ` X¨ò •%t ∆»‰. ¯
¸–ƒ <‡x@ ⌅@ ⇡t <tê| 0›XÏ t– ç@ <tê\Ä0 â�–⌧ iƒ
8,000–¡˘X DPÄ�X‰. 2.ı4—â)t<‡x@⌧1m0¨|‹ ·•å–⌧,
‘êÿt ✓D¿àX¿J‡à‰’î¥©X 112‡‡|⌘⇠X‡⌅•–úŸ\`·
Ω0⌧ E¿l�åçΩ0� F\Ä0 ✓D¿àX‡¿�`ÉDå �ê, “’Ì�‡
ˆ@p4⌅Ë›à<» X•–#¥Ï|”‡–Xt⌧⌧0(–¿$‡X�‰.t–
Ω0�‰t⇠å¿�`ÉD¨(Ö©X�<ò,<‡x@Ω0�‰D•t “¥�Ã\
⌧0(| �<t ’Ì⌘»L?, ¥ÏΩ …it ⌧\ (t ‰¥� ⇠ àò?”|‡ –X‡,
t| ⌧¿Xî FX �¥D »X\ ⇠å �– ÌâX�‰. t\h <‡x@ Ω0�X
112‡‡¨tò¨–�\�˘\¡4—âD)tX�‰.ùpXî¿ 1.<‡xX⇣‹
⌧1X¨‰–ÄiXîï�ƒ 1.ùx G, F–�\�ùx‡8p⌧ 1.�⇠ù 1.⌅•
¨ƒï9X�© 1.îƒ¨‰–�\t˘ïp✏�X ›�ï⌧347p⌧1m,⌧136
p⌧1m,�’Ì� › 1.Ωiî�⌘�ï⌧37p⌅Ë,⌧38p⌧1m⌧28,⌧50p
1. —â � �ï ⌧62p ⌧1m ë�X t 1. ï`¡ òË�X î⌅: ’Ì 1‘15D
2. ë�0�– 0x å‡�X î⌅ �. ⌧1îƒ(¨0) [ �X ∞�] ¨0îƒ > 01. |
⇠¨0 > [⌧1 �] 1µ–¯Ã [πƒë�xê] -⇣Ωîå:¯D�‡X\0›â⌅|
�¿xΩ∞⇣î0›â⌅X�ƒ�}\Ω∞,òåà– [å‡�Ì✏å‡�Xî⌅]
πƒ⇣Ω�Ì, ’Ì 1‘1D [|⇠ë�xê] ∆L ò. ⌧2îƒ(ı4—â)t) [ �X
∞�]ı4—â)tîƒ > 01.ı4—â)t > [⌧1 �]ı4—â)t/¡4�î [πƒ
ë�xê] - ⇣Ωîå: Ìâ ·⌘� ·⌅ƒX �ƒ� Ω¯\ Ω∞ [å‡�Ì ✏ å‡�X
î⌅]⇣Ω�Ì,’Ì 1‘8‘ [|⇠ë�xê] -⇣Ωîå:Ï‡¯}(¯xEÑàL)‰.
‰⇠îƒ ò¨0�– 0x å‡�X î⌅: ’Ì 1‘1D4‘(⌧1îƒ ¡\ + ⌧2îƒ
¡\X 1/2) 3. ‡�X∞�:’Ì 6‘–—â � 1DÃË¡‹–⌧›˘–⌧åÄD
<‡‡, 112‡‡\úŸ\Ω0�tÏÏ(@¿�|Ö©X�L–ƒt|pÄX‡Ω
0�X�¥D�\⇣ÒDÖiXtƒED�Õå¸⇠∆<¿\’Ì�D ›X⇠,
…å¸…Ù‰Ë,Œ@ D»‡”–⌧�‡D�⌅¿ªt�¿xîâ<\Ùt‡
Ìâ�ƒ�‰∞Ω¯\⇣,<‡xt tlƒê‡XΩî\∏ŸDJt⇠1Xt
⌧ ¨îX¿ J0 ⌅t �‡t�XY¸X XÃ ✏ ¡ÙD �‡ àî ⇣, ›˘ ≈¸–å
<t|¿¡XÏ©⌧|�@⇣,<‡xXòt@�q�ƒÒX¨�D8ëXÏ�X
—âD �X‡,îâΩ⌅@îâƒ<‡xX‹ƒÒ–Dî¥¸L¨îX⌅ÿ1@
¯‰¿∞$X¿JDƒ É<\ÙÏÙ8�0ÒÄ⇠òÑ@Ä¸X¿JL.t¡X
t \¸8¸⇡t⇣∞\‰.

A.5.2 CASE NAME

• Facts (input): »—�¨≠•, ‹ ·ƒ¿¨ ⇣î ‹• ·p⇠ ·l≠•@ ⌧1 ⇣¸—t ⌧
›\ Ω∞ ⇣¸—X ⌅�)¿ ✏ �)D ⌅XÏ ⇣¸—XÏê| �˘\ •å– |�\
0⌅©¨‹§îpX|XÏ|X‡,¯©¨pX|�@¨å@t|⌅⇠XÏ⌧îD
»⌧‰.<‡x@tx–⌧m¥\ÖmX�LDt \ 2021. 4. 21.Ω⇣¸—XÏê\
ÑX⇠»‡,⇡@†=Up⇠\Ä0 ‘2021. 4. 21.Ä0 2021. 5. 5. 12:00ΩL¿<‡xX
¸p¿x Ω® =Up B–⌧ ©¨t| \‰’î ¥©X ê�©¨ µ¿⌧| ⇠9X�‰.
1. 2021. 4. 27.ê îâ ¯¸–ƒ àlX‡ <‡x@ 2021. 4. 27. 11:20Ω–⌧ ⇡@ †
11:59ΩL¿¨t–⌅©¨•å|4Ë<\t»XÏê‡Xπ©(|t©XÏΩ®
=Up C–àî ‘D’›˘–‰@$îÒê�©¨pX|⌅⇠X�‰. 2. 2021. 5. 3.ê
îâ<‡x@ 2021. 5. 3. 10:00Ω–⌧⇡@† 11:35ΩL¿¨t–⌅©¨•å|4Ë
<\ t»XÏ ê‡X π©(| t©XÏ à¡X •å| ‰@$î Ò ê�©¨ pX|
⌅⇠X�‰.

• Case name (ground truth):⇣¸—X�)✏�¨–�\ï`⌅⇠

A.5.3 STATUTE

• Facts (input): 1. ¨8⌧⌅p <‡x@ 2014. 5. 10.Ω ⌧∏ °�l ⇣î X®‹ tX L
⇠∆î•å–⌧�⇠ù8l©¿–Ä�…¸úD¨©XÏ⇠‡xÄ– ‘A’,|�Ä–
‘$ú$1!ÌÃ–�’,¥ÌÄ– ‘2010�i7485¨tXiX�✏<tÙ¡�D∞p’,
⌧â|Ä– ‘2014D 5‘ 10|’t|‡0¨\§,⌧âx⌃–<‡xtÑX\Ã‰»X
BX ƒ•D �»‰. t\h <‡x@ â¨` ©�<\ ¨‰ùÖ– �\ ¨8⌧x B Ö
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XX�⇠ù 1•D⌅pX�‰. 2.⌅p¨8⌧â¨<‡x@ 2014. 10. 16.ΩX®‹tX
L⇠∆î•å–⌧<‡xt B–�\D4|®P¿⌧X�0L8– B� Cå¨–D
åDëƒ\ÉDx�`⇠∆‰îË¿X¥©ùÖ–¸hÿ⌅@⇡t⌅p\�⇠ù
¨¯D »X ƒ�Xå 1Ω\ 8⌧x Éò¸ B–å ∞∏<\ Ù»‰. t\h <‡x@
⌅p\¨8⌧|â¨X�‰.

• Statutes (ground truth):�ï⌧231p,�ï⌧234p

A.5.4 LJP-CRIMINAL

• Facts (input):<‡x@ 2016.4. 6.Ω¿x<\Ä0<tê BDå⌧�DLå⌧¨tt
‰.<‡x@ 2016. 4. 8.Ω•åà¡¿–⌧<tê–å⌅TXÏ ‘|⇠ZD⇢D|X»
»DL$¸t⇠‹‹¿⌧X†‰’‡p”–X�‰.¯Ïò<‡x@πƒ\¨∞t∆
‡ 1,400Ã–t¡‰aX|⇠✏�ú�D4�à»X¡i<\<tê\Ä0�–D
L¨T|ƒt|¿⌧`X¨ò•%t∆»‰.¯¸–ƒàlX‡<‡x@⌅@⇡t
<tê|0›XÏt–ç@<tê\Ä0 2016. 4. 8.ΩÄ∞Ä∞ƒl C–àî D@
â�|Ÿ¿⇣x¸–⌧⌅� 200Ã–DPÄ�@ÉDDoXÏ,¯45Ä0 2016. 10.
11.ΩL¿ƒ¿îƒ|å\0¨@⇡t<tê\Ä0� 17å–x–(©�Ö©<\
2,435Ã–DPÄ�X‰.

• Punishment (ground truth):’Ì 3‘
• Punishment (quantized ground truth):å�0,’Ì1,�‡0
• Reason for sentencing (optional input):ë�Xt . 1.ë�0�–0xå‡�Xî⌅

[ �X∞�]¨0îƒ > 01.|⇠¨0 > [⌧1 �] 1µ–¯Ã [πƒë�xê]⇣Ωî
å: òåà– ⇣î ¡˘ÄÑ <t åı⌧ Ω∞ [å‡�Ì ✏ å‡�X î⌅] ⇣Ω�Ì,
’Ì 1‘ 1D 2.  ‡�X ∞�: <‡xt ƒ¿Xå ⇠1Xî ⇣, <tåı ƒ <tê@
–Ãà iX\ ⇣, ƒ‰x òå⌅%t ∆î ⇣, ¯�– <‡xX 9, 1â, XΩ, îƒ
ƒX�iÒD‡$t⌧¸8¸⇡t�D�\‰.

• Ruling:<‡xD’Ì 3‘–ò\‰.‰Ãt⇣∞U�|\Ä0 1D⌅⌅�X—âD
 �\‰.

A.5.5 LJP-CIVIL

• Facts (input 1):�.–‡î ((…à8 1›µ)Ï0T<((tX ‘–‡(…’t|\‰)–
�XÏ ¯ å êx B@ êŸ(ÖiÙÿƒ}D ¥∞\ Ùÿê‡, <‡î ¨‡ •åx
ƒ\X�¨¸¥‰.ò. Bî 2019. 12. 13. 15:40Ω–‡(…D¥⌅XÏΩÅ1¸p�
⇠tÖú¨ƒ\Ä¸–⌧⌅)✏å∞|¥¥p•✏⌧Ÿ•X|�UXåpëXp
H⌅Xå¥⌅XÏ|`¸XX4|⌅⇠XÏ–‡(…0�∞!–⌧å!<\ƒâX
î$†t|©©Xå⇠»‰(tX ‘t¨t¨‡’|\‰).‰.t¨t¨‡\xXÏ
$†t ¥⌅ê@ Ÿπê�(tX ‘›x‰’t| \‰) ¨›X‡, $†t� �ê⇠»
<p, –‡î $†t ›x‰X ¨›Ùÿ� ✏ $†t ⇠¨D\ iƒ 333,931,050
–D¿ X�‰.

• Gist of claim (input 2)≠lË¿.<‡î–‡–å 66,786,210–¸t–�XÏ 2020. 3.
19.Ä0 t ¨t å• Ä¯ °Ï|L¿î  5%X, ¯ ‰L†Ä0 ‰ ⇢î †L¿î 
12%X�D(\ƒ∞\»D¿ X|.

• The degrees of claim acceptance level (ground truth): 0.5 (= 33393105/66786210)
• The degrees of claim acceptance level (quantized ground truth):ÄÑx�
• Ruling: 1. <‡î –‡–å 33,393,105–¸ t– �XÏ 2020. 3. 19.Ä0 2022. 1. 13.
L¿î 5%X,¯‰L†Ä0‰⇢î†L¿î 12%X�D(\ƒ∞\»D¿ 
X|. 2.–‡Xò8¿≠l|0�\‰. 3.å°D©@ 50%î–‡�,ò8¿î<‡�
�ÄÙ\‰. 4.⌧1m@�—â`⇠à‰.

A.6 Data engineering pipeline

Here we provide the additional details of the precedent engineering pipeline. Layout-classifier was
prepared by training custom ResNet using 300k training examples consisting of document image and
label pairs. Layout-parser is based on Mask-R-CNN and was trained on 162k examples consisting of
document image and coordinates of the figures/tables pairs using detectron2 library (Wu et al., 2019).
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The initial checkpoint was prepared by loading pre-trained model on PubLayNet dataset (Zhong et al.,
2019). For Post-OCR Text corrector, we use character level transformers trained on 137 k examples
that consist of OCR outputs and manually corrected text pairs. The initial checkpoint was loaded from
KorCharElectra21. The transformer generates tags indicating whether to "keep", "delete", "replace",
or "insert" for individual characters. When the generated tags are either "replace" or "insert", the
transformer generates an additional new character. All training sets were prepared via our own data
labeling platform LWorks (https://lworks.kr/work) where we employ ⇠100 part-time annotators.

The precision and recalls of individual ML modules on the static test sets are as follows; Layout-
classifiers, P 99.94%, R 82.0%; Layout-parser, P 98.6%, R 97.1% with IOU threshold 0.5; Post OCR
Corrector, P 91.1%, R 74.6%.

The overall automation efficiency on the deployed system is ⇠80% for PDF-type precedents and
⇠53% for non-readable type precedents. The remaining precedents are manually monitored and
corrected via the LWorks platform. We are currently preparing a separate technical report explaining
the further details of the method.

A.7 Data statistics

a b

c

Figure 2: Data distribution histograms.

A.7.1 LJP-CRIMINAL statistics

Table 6: Statistics of LJP-CRIMINAL dataset

Case category fine imprisonment w/ labor imprisonment w/o labor

“indecent act by compulsion” (�⌧îâ) 857 756 0
“obstruction of performance of official duties” (ı4—â)t) 421 1,210 0
“bodily injuries from traffic accident” (Pµ¨‡ò¨π@ï⌅⇠(X¡)) 656 2 955
“drunk driving” (ƒ\Pµï⌅⇠(L¸¥⌅)) 228 1,414 0
“fraud” (¨0) 300 1,311 0
“inflicting bodily injuries” (¡t) 792 811 0
“violence” (Ìâ) 1,286 276 0

total 4,540 5,780 955

A.8 The domain quantization scheme of two LJP tasks

A.9 Pretraining

A.10 Author’s Statement

We guarantee that LBOX OPEN and LCUBE are released under Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivatives 4.0 lincese and publicly available for non-commercial use. We also use only the
officially anonymyzed precedents issued by the Korean governments during the construction of the
datasets to avoid possible confidentiality issues. LBOX OPEN, LCUBE, and the code to reproduce
baseline results are available from https://github.com/lbox-kr/lbox-open.

21
https://github.com/monologg/KoCharELECTRA
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Table 7: Class labels for legal judgement prediction tasks.

Tasks # of classes subtask unit ranges label number

LJP-CRIMINAL-Lv0 2 fine KRW 1000 0 (null label)
0 < ·

0
1

6,888
4,540

LJP-CRIMINAL-Lv0 2
2

imprisonment with labor,
imprisonment without labor month 0 (null label)

0 < ·
0
1

16,121
6,735

LJP-CRIMINAL-Lv1 3 fine KRW 1000
0
0 < ·  2000
2000 < ·

0
1
2

6,888
2,281
2,259

LJP-CRIMINAL-Lv1 3
3

imprisonment with labor,
imprisonment without labor month

0
0 < ·  6
6 < ·

0
1
2

16,121
3,219
3,516

LJP-CRIMINAL-Lv2 5 fine KRW 1000

0
0 < · < 1000
1000  · < 3000
3000  · < 10000
10, 000  ·

0
1
2
3
4

6,888
982

1,344
2,046
168

LJP-CRIMINAL-Lv2 6
6

imprisonment with labor,
imprisonment without labor month

0
0 < · < 6
6  · < 12
12  · < 18
18  · < 60
60  ·

0
1
2
3
4
5

16,121
942

3,769
1,615
408
1

LJP-CRIMINAL-Lv3 1 fine KRW 1000 - -

LJP-CRIMINAL-Lv3 1 imprisonment with labor,
imprisonment without labor month - -

LJP-CIVIL-Lv1 3 the degrees of claim acceptance
(=approved money / claimed money) -

0
0 < · < 1
1

0
1
2

2,862
2,132

87

LJP-CIVIL-Lv2 13 the degrees of claim acceptance
(=approved money / claimed money) -

0  · < 0.05
0.05  · < 0.15
0.15  · < 0.25
0.25  · < 0.35
0.35  · < 0.45
0.45  · < 0.55
0.55  · < 0.65
0.65  · < 0.75
0.75  · < 0.85
0.85  · < 0.95
0.95  · < 1.05 †

1.05  · < 1.15 †

1.15  · < 1.25 †

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

1.1
1.2

2,935
183
227
250
245
294
213
229
194
160
143
7
1

†: The ratio of approved money / claimed money can be larger than one when the interest of money is involved.

Table 8: Statistics of the pretraining corpora

Domain Pretraining Corpus # Tokens Size (GB)

Wiki Wikipedia 0.166B 1.49
New, Book Modu 4.330B 37.18
Legal LBox-Open 0.263B 2.1

Table 9: The model configuration and the pre-training parameters of LCUBE

Name nparams nlayers dmodel nhead dhead Batch Size Learning Rate

LCUBE-base 124M 12 768 12 64 512 6.0 ⇥ 10�4

LCUBE-medium 354M 24 1024 16 64 512 6.0 ⇥ 10�4

A.11 Datasheet for the dataset

Motivation

For what purpose was the dataset cre-
ated? Was there a specific task in mind?

Was there a specific gap that needed to be
filled? Please provide a description.

The datasets were created to stimulate research
on natural legal language understanding tasks and
to develop the real world machine learning ap-
plications in legal domain. The number of avail-
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Table 10: Comparison of various models on LJP-CRIMINAL task under regression setting.

Name size regression
(F1 )

fine imp.
w/ labor

imp.
w/o labor

KoGPT-2-base 125M 19.2 51.6 36.6
LCUBE-base-zero 124M 21.6 51.5 36.0
mt5-small 300M 22.3 51.8 39.7
mt5-large (512 g) 1.2B 22.1 52.1 36.5

KoGPT-2-base + d.a. 125M 23.7 51.5 36.6
LCUBE-base 124M 20.0 49.9 39.1
LCUBE-base + d.a. 124M 25.8 52.0 40.0

LCUBE-medium 354M 21.8 52.1 36.0
LCUBE-medium + d.a. 354M 24.7 53.5 34.3
mt5-small + d.a. 300M 25.4 53.3 36.6

Most frequent label - 12.7 27.9 5.4

Null ratio - 0.605 0.486 0.916
Top non-null label ratio - 0.068 0.162 0.028
Top non-null label ratio (w/o null) - 0.172 0.314 0.333

† The reason for the sentencing.

able datasets in legal domain is small especially
for non-English language. Thus, we release the
first large-scale benchmark of Korean legal AI
datasets.

Who created this dataset (e.g., which
team, research group) and on behalf of
which entity (e.g., company, institution,
organization)?
The dataset is created by the authors of this pa-

pers from LBox Co. Ltd. and KAIST.

Who funded the creation of the dataset? If
there is an associated grant, please provide
the name of the grantor and the grant name
and number.

LBox Co. Ltd.

Any other comments? None.

Composition

What do the instances that comprise the
dataset represent (e.g., documents, pho-
tos, people, countries)? Are there multi-
ple types of instances (e.g., movies, users,
and ratings; people and interactions between
them; nodes and edges)? Please provide a
description.

The instances represent individual Korean prece-
dents structured via our custom data engineering
pipeline (Fig. 1.

How many instances are there in total (of
each type, if appropriate)?
The dataset statistics are shown in Table 1 and 2.

Does the dataset contain all possible in-
stances or is it a sample (not necessarily
random) of instances from a larger set?
If the dataset is a sample, then what is the
larger set? Is the sample representative of
the larger set (e.g., geographic coverage)? If
so, please describe how this representative-
ness was validated/verified. If it is not repre-
sentative of the larger set, please describe
why not (e.g., to cover a more diverse range
of instances, because instances were with-
held or unavailable).

The datasets are the sub set of entire Korean
precedents whose their numbers are about few
thousands million22. As social phenomena and
related legal aspects are so diverge, it is diffi-
cult to construct the representative sub set. Thus,
in CASE NAME, STATUTE, LJP-CRIMINAL, and
LJP-CIVIL datasets, we used only the precedents
(1) from 1st trials and (2) from limited case cate-
gories to construct the datasets. Under these con-
straints, we randomly sampled the precedents and
the resulting datasets may approximately repre-
sent the parent distribution.

What data does each instance consist of?
“Raw” data (e.g., unprocessed text or im-
ages) or features? In either case, please
provide a description.

The instances of LBOX OPEN consist of texts
extracted from the Korean precedents except the
labels of LJP-CRIMINAL and LJP-CIVIL. The
labels are generated by parsing and quantizing
the numbers from the raw text that include ei-
ther amount of claimed money, fine amount, or
imprisonment period.

Is there a label or target associated with
each instance? If so, please provide a de-
scription.

22
https://www.scourt.go.kr/portal/justicesta/JusticestaListAction.work?gubun=10
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Yes. See previous question. Also, see Table 2 and
Appendix A.5.

Is any information missing from individ-
ual instances? If so, please provide a de-
scription, explaining why this information is
missing (e.g., because it was unavailable).
This does not include intentionally removed
information, but might include, e.g., redacted
text.

No.

Are relationships between individual in-
stances made explicit (e.g., users’ movie
ratings, social network links)? If so, please
describe how these relationships are made
explicit.

No.

Are there recommended data splits (e.g.,
training, development/validation, test-
ing)? If so, please provide a description of
these splits, explaining the rationale behind
them.

Yes. See Table 2.

Are there any errors, sources of noise, or
redundancies in the dataset? If so, please
provide a description.

To make LJP-CRIMINAL, we parsed the ruling to
extract the fine amount and the imprisonment pe-
riod using the custom language model. Although
we filtered out the results with the confidence
score from the language model and with a set
of heuristically rules, the resulting parses could
include imprecise numbers. Similarly, in LJP-
CIVIL, the parsed monies from the gist of claim
and the ruling could include noises. For the qual-
ity assurance, we manually checked around 40
examples from each dataset but found no errors.

Is the dataset self-contained, or does
it link to or otherwise rely on external
resources (e.g., websites, tweets, other
datasets)? If it links to or relies on external
resources, a) are there guarantees that they
will exist, and remain constant, over time;
b) are there official archival versions of the
complete dataset (i.e., including the exter-
nal resources as they existed at the time
the dataset was created); c) are there any
restrictions (e.g., licenses, fees) associated
with any of the external resources that might
apply to a future user? Please provide de-
scriptions of all external resources and any
restrictions associated with them, as well as
links or other access points, as appropriate.

The datasets are self-contained.

Does the dataset contain data that might
be considered confidential (e.g., data
that is protected by legal privilege or by
doctor-patient confidentiality, data that
includes the content of individuals non-
public communications)? If so, please pro-
vide a description.

No. Confidential information is anonymized by
Korean government except some special cases
where the governments decide to reveal for the
social benefit.

Does the dataset contain data that, if
viewed directly, might be offensive, in-
sulting, threatening, or might otherwise
cause anxiety? If so, please describe why.

The instances from the criminal cases may in-
clude the detailed description of crimes. Please
see “Ethical Consideration" section in the main
paper.

Does the dataset relate to people? If not,
you may skip the remaining questions in this
section.

Yes.

Does the dataset identify any subpopula-
tions (e.g., by age, gender)? If so, please
describe how these subpopulations are iden-
tified and provide a description of their re-
spective distributions within the dataset.

The genders and ages may be implicitly identi-
fiable from the facts that are included in the in-
stances. But as they are written in free-form text,
they are not easily identified without developing
the dedicated parser.

Is it possible to identify individuals (i.e.,
one or more natural persons), either di-
rectly or indirectly (i.e., in combination
with other data) from the dataset? If so,
please describe how.

No. Such information is anonymized by Korean
government except some special cases where the
government decide to reveal for the social benefit.

Does the dataset contain data that might
be considered sensitive in any way (e.g.,
data that reveals racial or ethnic origins,
sexual orientations, religious beliefs, po-
litical opinions or union memberships, or
locations; financial or health data; bio-
metric or genetic data; forms of govern-
ment identification, such as social se-
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curity numbers; criminal history)? If so,
please provide a description.

The instances from the criminal cases may in-
clude the detailed description of crimes, which
can include sensitive data, and criminal history
but the individuals are anonymized. Please see
“Ethical Consideration" section in the main paper.

Any other comments? None.

Collection Process

How was the data associated with each
instance acquired? Was the data directly
observable (e.g., raw text, movie ratings), re-
ported by subjects (e.g., survey responses),
or indirectly inferred/derived from other
data (e.g., part-of-speech tags, model-based
guesses for age or language)? If data
was reported by subjects or indirectly in-
ferred/derived from other data, was the data
validated/verified? If so, please describe
how.

All data are directly observable except the claim
acceptance level in LJP-CIVIL and the fine and
imprisonment levels in LJP-CRIMINAL. For these
cases, we include corresponding raw data, the gist
of claim and the ruling.

What mechanisms or procedures were
used to collect the data (e.g., hardware
apparatus or sensor, manual human cu-
ration, software program, software API)?
How were these mechanisms or procedures
validated?

The detailed procedure about how the dataset
was constructed is described in Section 3.1 and
Fig. 1.

If the dataset is a sample from a larger
set, what was the sampling strategy (e.g.,
deterministic, probabilistic with specific
sampling probabilities)?
We selected precedents from most frequent case

categories. The detailed information is described
in Section 3.2.

Who was involved in the data collection
process (e.g., students, crowdworkers,
contractors) and how were they compen-
sated (e.g., how much were crowdworkers
paid)?
The employees of LBox worked together.

Over what timeframe was the data col-
lected? Does this timeframe match the
creation timeframe of the data associated
with the instances (e.g., recent crawl of
old news articles)? If not, please describe
the timeframe in which the data associated
with the instances was created.

The dataset was created by buildling dedicated
data engineering pipeline (Fig. 1) and took around
an year. Without considering the pipeline building
time, the process took around six monthes.

Were any ethical review processes con-
ducted (e.g., by an institutional review
board)? If so, please provide a description
of these review processes, including the out-
comes, as well as a link or other access point
to any supporting documentation.

The precedents are issued from the Korean courts
and used to fill the empty space of the laws. Also,
as they are mostly anonymized except some spe-
cial cases, we did not take additional ethical re-
view processes.

Does the dataset relate to people? If not,
you may skip the remaining questions in this
section.

Yes.

Did you collect the data from the individ-
uals in question directly, or obtain it via
third parties or other sources (e.g., web-
sites)?
We used the precedents issued by the Korean

governments.

Were the individuals in question notified
about the data collection? If so, please de-
scribe (or show with screenshots or other
information) how notice was provided, and
provide a link or other access point to, or oth-
erwise reproduce, the exact language of the
notification itself.

No (See previous question).

Did the individuals in question consent
to the collection and use of their data?
If so, please describe (or show with screen-
shots or other information) how consent was
requested and provided, and provide a link or
other access point to, or otherwise reproduce,
the exact language to which the individuals
consented.

No (see previous question).

If consent was obtained, were the con-
senting individuals provided with a mech-
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anism to revoke their consent in the future
or for certain uses? If so, please provide a
description, as well as a link or other access
point to the mechanism (if appropriate).

N/A.

Has an analysis of the potential impact of
the dataset and its use on data subjects
(e.g., a data protection impact analysis)
been conducted? If so, please provide a
description of this analysis, including the out-
comes, as well as a link or other access point
to any supporting documentation.

N/A.

Any other comments?
None.

Preprocessing/cleaning/labeling

Was any preprocessing/cleaning/labeling
of the data done (e.g., discretization or
bucketing, tokenization, part-of-speech
tagging, SIFT feature extraction, removal
of instances, processing of missing val-
ues)? If so, please provide a description. If
not, you may skip the remainder of the ques-
tions in this section.

Yes. Please refer to Section 3.2.

Was the “raw” data saved in addition
to the preprocessed/cleaned/labeled data
(e.g., to support unanticipated future
uses)? If so, please provide a link or other
access point to the “raw” data.

When the raw data is required to reconstruct the
processed data, we include them (for instance, in
LJP-CIVIL and LJP-CRIMINAL, we include the
raw text from which the labels were generated).

Is the software used to prepro-
cess/clean/label the instances available?
If so, please provide a link or other access
point.

No.

Any other comments?
None.

Uses

Has the dataset been used for any tasks
already? If so, please provide a description.

No.

Is there a repository that links to any or all
papers or systems that use the dataset?
If so, please provide a link or other access
point.

No.

What (other) tasks could the dataset be
used for?
The datasets can be used for (1) to train legal

language models, (2) to train and benchmark ma-
chine learning models on natural legal language
understanding tasks.

Is there anything about the composition
of the dataset or the way it was col-
lected and preprocessed/cleaned/labeled
that might impact future uses? For ex-
ample, is there anything that a future user
might need to know to avoid uses that could
result in unfair treatment of individuals or
groups (e.g., stereotyping, quality of service
issues) or other undesirable harms (e.g., fi-
nancial harms, legal risks) If so, please pro-
vide a description. Is there anything a future
user could do to mitigate these undesirable
harms?

The facts in the datasets can include personal
information such as genders, ages, and regions.
This information can bias the machine learning
model trained using the datasets Chalkidis et al.
(2022b). The users should be aware of this gen-
eral properties of any data-driven approach and
be cautious in interpreting the prediction of the
model especially in the legal judgement predic-
tion tasks.

Are there tasks for which the dataset
should not be used? If so, please provide a
description.

The datasets only partially cover various social
phenomena and their related legal aspects. Be-
cause of this limitation and the reason explained
in previous question, the trained models can gen-
erate imprecise and biased outputs. Thus the
datasets should be used for academic purpose
only.

Any other comments? None.
Distribution

Will the dataset be distributed to third
parties outside of the entity (e.g., com-
pany, institution, organization) on behalf
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of which the dataset was created? If so,
please provide a description.

Yes, the datasets are publicly available.

How will the dataset will be distributed
(e.g., tarball on website, API, GitHub) Does
the dataset have a digital object identifier
(DOI)?

The datasets LBOX OPEN and pre-trained
legal language model LCUBE can be down-
loaded from HuggingFace hub (LBOX OPEN:
https://huggingface.co/datasets/lbox/
lbox_open, LCUBE: https://huggingface.
co/lbox/lcube-base/tree/main).

When will the dataset be distributed?
The datasets are currently available.

Will the dataset be distributed under
a copyright or other intellectual prop-
erty (IP) license, and/or under applicable
terms of use (ToU)? If so, please describe
this license and/or ToU, and provide a link
or other access point to, or otherwise repro-
duce, any relevant licensing terms or ToU,
as well as any fees associated with these
restrictions.

The dataset are distributed under
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives
4.0 license.

Have any third parties imposed IP-based
or other restrictions on the data associ-
ated with the instances? If so, please de-
scribe these restrictions, and provide a link
or other access point to, or otherwise repro-
duce, any relevant licensing terms, as well as
any fees associated with these restrictions.

No.

Do any export controls or other regula-
tory restrictions apply to the dataset or to
individual instances? If so, please describe
these restrictions, and provide a link or other
access point to, or otherwise reproduce, any
supporting documentation.

No.

Any other comments?
None.

Maintenance

Who will be supporting/hosting/maintaining
the dataset?

Wonseok Hwang, Dongjun Lee, and Ky-
oungyeon Cho will be maintaining/supporting
the datasets.

How can the owner/curator/manager of
the dataset be contacted (e.g., email ad-
dress)?
Via emails.

Is there an erratum? If so, please provide a
link or other access point.

None found yet.

Will the dataset be updated (e.g., to cor-
rect labeling errors, add new instances,
delete instances)? If so, please describe
how often, by whom, and how updates will
be communicated to users (e.g., mailing list,
GitHub)?

Yes. The possible labeling errors, additional ex-
amples, and new tasks will be updated and an-
nounced via the LBox Open GitHub repository.
The update interval is expected to be few months.

If the dataset relates to people, are there
applicable limits on the retention of the
data associated with the instances (e.g.,
were individuals in question told that their
data would be retained for a fixed period
of time and then deleted)? If so, please de-
scribe these limits and explain how they will
be enforced.

No.

Will older versions of the dataset continue
to be supported/hosted/maintained? If so,
please describe how. If not, please describe
how its obsolescence will be communicated
to users.

Yes. To maintain older version, we use Hugging-
Face hub (https://huggingface.co).

If others want to extend/augment/build
on/contribute to the dataset, is there a
mechanism for them to do so? If so, please
provide a description. Will these contribu-
tions be validated/verified? If so, please de-
scribe how. If not, why not? Is there a process
for communicating/distributing these contri-
butions to other users? If so, please provide
a description.

Yes. They can open the issue in the LBox Open
GitHub repository.

Any other comments?
None.
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